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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] Welcome to “Got Metadata in your Future.” I’m Scott Dutkiewicz, leader of the metadata team. This afternoon we want to share what we have been learning during about three years of work with a very large photograph collection. We designed this presentation considering some of the situations you might be facing. You might already be working on a digital project ... or been asked to work on a project .. or just trying to learn about metadata. Are you seeking solutions to your metadata challenges? These are issues we will try to address.



What is metadata?

“Any data used to aid in the identification, description and location of networked 
electronic resources” (International Federation of Library Associations)

There are types of metadata-- descriptive, administrative, and structural being a 
commonly-mentioned triad. 

Our discussion focuses on descriptive metadata
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] Before moving into main parts of the presentation, we should ask and answer two questions: What is metadata? and Why is it important? There are countless definitions of metadata. IFLA offers this version … There are also many types of metadata … and all of them are important, but for the purposes of this presentation, and because it is our contribution to the entire process, we will focus on descriptive metadata, in other words, the parts of the metadata record most often used to search, evaluate, and select the resource.



Why is metadata important?

Metadata permits one to organize and subsequently search a complex and 
extensive collection of objects

It helps people accomplish tasks.

Researchers can find what they are looking for

Institutions preserve and understand identity and memory
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] The importance of metadata is one of my favorite “elevator talks.” Because metadata is essential to our professional lives we appreciate its value. It pervades our personal lives as well. To help non-library folks understand metadata, I often ask, Do you shop or bank online, or use email? If so, you are using metadata. They understand. Metadata provides vital support to information seeking, especially in our current life situation, since many resources are only online. Metadata is vital to the activities of researchers and institutions alike.



What we will cover today

The Metadata Team and Clemson’s Historical Images Collection

Virtual Tours of Digital Collections and CollectiveAccess

Strategies for Image Descriptions

Local Heading Controlled Vocabulary

Leveraging Expertise and Documentation

Challenges and Future Directions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] In this presentation we will cover the following topics: We will introduce the metadata team and the images collection, provide tours of Clemson’s digital collections and Collective Access; describe some of our strategies for formulating descriptions, explain our local heading controlled vocabulary, touch on the necessity of expertise and documentation, and, conclude with our current challenges and hopes for future development.



Introducing the Metadata and Monographic 
Resources Team

Scott Dutkiewicz, team lead; Cataloger/becoming a metadata librarian

Jessica Serrao, Metadata Librarian for Digital Collections

Charlotte Grubbs, Metadata Specialist

Janice Prater, Metadata Specialist
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] The Metadata and Monographic Resources Team is one of five teams in Clemson Libraries technical services unit. The team comprises two librarians and two metadata specialists, three of whom you will hear from today. The team used to catalog only print monographs and special formats materials. Scott and Janice are the holdovers from that previous monographs cataloging section. Charlotte came on board in 2016 and Jessica, the Libraries’ first metadata librarian, was appointed in 2018. Since 2016, our work has been focused on metadata for digital collections. The team does not do all aspects of digitization. Rather, this is a cross-unit collaborative effort. We depend on Special Collections, and the digitization lab to transform images in archival folders to the WordPress website.



Introducing the Clemson University 
Historical Images

AKA “Series 100”

Link to collection:  
https://digitalcollections.clemson.edu/explore/collections/ua100/

“spans from 1893-2008 and contains photographs, negatives, slides, postcards, 
and other media documenting the history and development of Clemson 
University”

2800 items online.   3400 objects are in the metadata queue.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT]  The “starter” project for the Team was the Clemson Historical images, also known as Series 100 from its archival designation. Many digitization projects start with small collections. Not in this case! The collection spans more than a century and includes many types of images. Some 28 hundred items are already accessible online, and about 34 hundred objects await description. And now, for a quick tour of some of the riches of the Clemson Digital Collections and the historic images in particular, I turn the presentation over to Jessica.

https://digitalcollections.clemson.edu/explore/collections/ua100/


Virtual tour:  Clemson Digital Collections
https://digitalcollections.clemson.edu/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[JESSICA]  We wanted to do a walk through of Clemson’s Digital Collections WordPress site first to give you an idea of what our metadata looks like to users and how metadata affects the browsability of the historical images collection.You can get to it by going to digitalcollections.clemson.edu. On the homepage, if you scroll down, you can see all the collections by content type. Once you click into the Historical Images collection, you come to a landing page with an intro paragraph on the collection. Scrolling down, you’ll see certain topics we chose to highlight, and further down is a geographic map of collection items. This data is pulled from the geographic location field and uses GeoNames terms. If we want to view everything in this collection, we can scroll back up to the search bar where you see the icon See All. Here it is easiest to either search by a keyword or use the facets on the left to narrow down the results. You can narrow by several things. Collection won’t help us here since we’re viewing items from only one collection. Creator is the creator of the physical photograph and is often a photographer or department on campus that created the photo. This pulls from the Entities. You can also narrow by a single date or date range. Topic pulls from all our subject heading fields, whether that is Library of Congress Subject Headings and Name Authority Files, and our locally created subject headings. Location, just like with the map, pulls from the geographic location field, or the local subject field if it’s a building on campus. The type should be defaulted to still image since it’s a collection of photographs. Medium values are from the Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus. As you can see, the metadata in this field needs some work to normalize the values, which is a project we’ve started.  The Rights facet currently use one rights statement - Clemson University Works. In the future, we’d like to adopt more comprehensive and standardized statements from RightsStatements.org.Let’s look at an item and its metadata record. We will search for Nursing students and see what that pulls up. Clicking into the item, you first see the image viewer where you can zoom and move the image around, as well as download a jpg. Below it is the metadata. This is a pretty standard record with a Title, Collections, Dates, Descriptive Information, Locations, Topics, Physical Descriptions, Contributing Institutions, Identifiers, Rights.Let’s go back and look for another topic. We can deselect our previous selection and click reset to clear it out. Then, let’s go to African American students. There is only one result - I wanted to show you this to illustrate that metadata decisions are constantly evolving. We no doubt have more than one photo of African American students in our collection, but it wasn’t consistently applied. This calls for a larger discussion of how we should describe Black students and students of color and what terms we should use. This is a collaborative discussion we need to have with multiple stakeholders - including experts across the Libraries, users, and people of color in our community. So that’s the shiny front end - now what does this look like on the backend?

http://drive.google.com/file/d/14wID0vPumhvglcm-WlAvgqSqevtgMBRY/view


Virtual tour:  CollectiveAccess
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[JESSICA]  We use CollectiveAccess to manage and preserve our metadata records. It’s an open-source web-based collections management program used by many cultural heritage institutions. It’s flexible and easy to customize. Because it’s web based multiple users can be editing metadata records simultaneously from any location with Internet access. You just navigate to the URL, log in (which I already did), and you’ll see this customizable dashboard. I’ll then select a set of records to look at. We manage our projects in chunks by archival container, which means for every box of physical materials we digitize, we create that as a set in CollectiveAccess. Just select the one you need from the dropdown, and it’ll pull up all the items in that box. You then get a grid view of the metadata, which is not the easiest to view because it extends to the right, but it does give a quick view of what’s going on across these items. If we scroll back to the left, here you can click in to edit a single record. The photo we’re looking at here has an identifier of ua100_0002932, so we’re going to navigate to that corresponding metadata record. This page is the object record, or metadata record, for this digital image. There’s the Title, alternative title, the object identifier, which helps us relate our metadata record to the image file, compound object for objects with multiple pages, cataloging status helps us internally track the status of completion for each record and who completed it, the cataloger note is also internal so we have a place to drop information that doesn’t get published. The related entities field is that Creator facet you saw on the website, and then contributing institutions identifies who holds the item, who hosts the item online, and who digitized the item. This next section is our subject headings - CollectiveAccess pulls vocabularies from LCSH and LCNAF. You can type in a term and get suggestions to browse and select from. Our local subjects field, which Charlotte will talk more about, is a controlled vocabulary we manage and use for locally specific terms. This field acts the same way as LCSH and suggests terms from a controlled list. We then have our Medium field which populates from Getty AAT, and Geographic Location which searches across GeoNames. Then we have a description field, and fields relating to the format of the digital object, the language of the item, and finally Special Collections supplied metadata and DigiLab notes, which work like the Cataloger Note as internal notes that help us communicate across units. There’s multiple screen views on the left here, and we’re looking at the Cataloging Team view, which contains all the fields the metadata team uses. Then we have the SCDL required metadata screen, which contains only those fields SCDL requires us to provide. Then you have the Digital Lab screen with descriptive and technical metadata fields they most often fill out during digitization. The rest are by metadata category if we need to quickly view by subjects, locations, Rights, or URLs. Then CollectiveAccess provides a Summary view of all metadata in the object record, and stores a change log of actions taken on the record.This is a very quick overview of CollectiveAccess, but it gives you an idea of how the system works for us. Most importantly, it provides a user-friendly interface so many hands across multiple units in the Libraries can create metadata.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/19WvZriyVTMkW0aWO8RAfWUUZwjP4t4is/view


Strategies
How Clemson describes photographs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[JESSICA]  If you have digital projects coming down the line, then you inevitably have metadata creation in your future. We’d like to share some tips we’ve found useful for describing Clemson’s photograph collection. While the following examples will highlight situations specific to Clemson, we hope you gain some insight for your own projects. The biggest takeaway is that there is no “right” metadata, and it must be an evolving and adaptive process. We try our best to make descriptive decisions that cater to our researchers’ needs, the needs of each digital collection, and available institutional resources (including our time!). I’ll pass it on to Scott who will walk through the questions he asks when describing photographs of buildings on campus.



Strategies to describe buildings

Ask questions! 

History
Do you recognize and know the name of the building? When was the photo taken? Has the name 
changed over time? Where is the building on a map?

Do you know the type and use of the building? Has use changed over time?

Vocabulary
Is the structure in the Library of Congress Name Authority File?

Are you using a generic heading across the collection? (LCSH:  College buildings)

Is the building listed in Geonames?
10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT]  Thanks, Jessica. One of the most important sequences in the early “boxes” of Series 100 were photographs of college buildings. After a while I started to define a strategy of asking questions to help gather the facts that I needed to know. It is important to know the history of the building. Sometimes a building’s history is complex or unknown. Many buildings on the campus changed names, sometimes coincident with a change in the use of the building. We decided to use the name of the building that applied at the time of the image. For this reason, dates must be carefully noted. Maps often reveals clues. Once you have some of that information, one has to link those facts to vocabulary.



Buildings--advanced considerations
Depending on purpose of the collection, additional information may be desired:

Entities Dates
Architect Groundbreaking

Builder/contractor Construction/renovation/demolition

Donor Dedication/opening

Other
Architectural style

Alternate names for building 

If a dwelling, current or former owners/occupants 11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT]  For general collections, the information from the previous screen will probably suffice, but specialized collections might want to extend with these additional access points. Just as we would not include a complete biography in a record for an image of a person, resist the temptation to include a full building history into the Description field of every image for a building. If known, it should be input into the authority record(s) for the building. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] Here is an example image. What building is this? (pause for a moment) Those familiar with Clemson will probably recognize this building. But with every image, often the first experience is disorientation. You are being put back in time, into a world in which you are a stranger. This experience may be unsettling at first, but ultimately, very satisfying because there is always something new to learn. That is why some of us get hooked on metadata.



Image: Clemson House ua100_000736

Clemson House was already in Name Authority File!

Clemson House (Clemson, S.C.)

Type of building = Dormitories--South Carolina (thanks to NAF)

Building is in Geonames!

Working title: Clemson House

BUT this is an aerial view, which is not typical
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] Here is an application of the questioning strategy. Once we ascertain the name of the building, some pieces come together. We also have to perceive what is expected in the photo, and what might be unexpected. Often the unexpected leads us to understand some of the intentions of the creator of the image, In this case, the aerial view is one of the most distinctive features, so we have to account for that in the metadata.



Metadata for “Clemson House”

Title: Aerial view of Clemson House, 1978

Date created: 1978 

Topics: Clemson House (Clemson, S.C.)

Dormitories          

College buildings

Medium: Aerial photographs 

GeoNames: Clemson House,Pickens,South Carolina,United States,34.68126,-
82.834,SC,11237661 [34.68126,-82.834] 14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] This slide portrays the results of pulling together what we know about the building with the vocabularies. For instance, Clemson House was originally a motel, but by 1978 was used as a dorm space. Metadata must reflect the situation portrayed in the image, not a previous or later condition.



BUT! Something dramatic happened on December 3, 2018
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] On Sunday, December 3, 2018, Clemson House was imploded.



Aerial view of Clemson House

On Monday, December 4, every image of Clemson House needed revision

Why? Building no longer existed (and there are many others)

How do we collocate such buildings?

LCSH  has a term for that: “Lost architecture”

Metadata for buildings, ideally, keeps up with the current architectural 
situation!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] On Monday, I came to work and said, we have to do something to show that Clemson House is no longer standing. We found a way to provide a subject term that allows the searcher to find images of structures no longer extant, Metadata is an attempt to provide ready-made solutions to common information needs. Situations may occur that require us to revisit and revise. Buildings and campus features are fascinating elements in Clemson’s history, but even more important are the people of Clemson, who envisioned, built, lived in, and taught in those buildings. I will turn the presentation over to Jessica to discuss the description of people in photographs.



Strategies to describe people in photographs
★ Keep formatting consistent across collection(s).
★ Focus on describing the known and not the unknown.
★ Do not use question marks (?) as placeholders for unidentified persons. Instead use 

“unidentified.”
★ For large groups with many known names, follow below formatting:

○ Left to right -
○ Back row left to right -
○ Standing left to right -

★ For large groups with few known names, follow parenthetical formatting:
○ President James Barker (third from right) with students
○ Peter Jones (seated center)

★ For small groups with most or all people identified, follow parenthetical formatting or 
list with directionals:
○ John Smith (left) with Jane Doe
○ Fred Lee (standing left), Olive Lee (seated), and Joe Johnson (standing right)
○ On back: Left to right - A. B. Smith, T. L. Jones, John Hughes 17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[JESSICA] We realized very quickly that describing people in photographs is not as straightforward as it may seem. How do we balance the information the original photograph provides with normalized and consistent description that can ease users’ experience of the materials?There are so many ways to identify which person is which in each photo, and because there are several of us creating metadata for this project, we wanted to create consistency across the collection. To do this, we wrote guidelines for formatting Titles and Descriptions of people in photos. -Apologies for how text-heavy this slide is, but I thought it’d be helpful to share these guidelines with you. You can see, we have formatted how to list names out and how to identify individuals using parentheses with directionals. If it is only one or two people, this description might become the title. If it is a group photo, this information will go into the description field and we’d apply a more generic title, such as “cadets posing on steps of Agricultural Hall.”



Strategies to describe people

TITLE 
Group portrait of the Big Five cadets at the fair, 1913

DESCRIPTION 
Left to right - Charles John "Tin" Shannon, Walter A. 
"Walt" Bigby, Monroe Boyce "Judge" Bailey, Tom "Major" 
Spratt, and Warren Thomas "Cap" White. On back: The 
"Big Five" at the "Fair"

LOCAL SUBJECTS 
Shannon, Charles John
Bigby, Walter A. (Walter Ashbury), 1894-1973
Bailey, Monroe Boyce, 1894-1976
Spratt, Tom
White, Warren Thomas, 1895-1973

LC SUBJECT HEADING  
Military cadets

IDENTIFIER    ua100_003078
18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[JESSICA]  Let’s walk through an example. This is a group photograph of cadets from 1913 showing the final metadata formatted according to our guidelines. First, we rely on any information the photo provides.



Strategies to describe people

IDENTIFIER    ua100_003078

On back: From left to 
right; "Tim" Shannon; 
"Walt" Begley 
[illegible]; "Judge" 
Bailey; "Major" Sjratt 
[illegible]; "Lafa" 
White [illegible]; The 
"Big Five" at the "Fair" 
1913

TITLE 
Group portrait of the Big Five cadets at the fair, 1913

DESCRIPTION 
Left to right - Charles John "Tin" Shannon, Walter A. 
"Walt" Bigby, Monroe Boyce "Judge" Bailey, Tom "Major" 
Spratt, and Warren Thomas "Cap" White. On back: The 
"Big Five" at the "Fair"

LOCAL SUBJECTS 
Shannon, Charles John
Bigby, Walter A. (Walter Ashbury), 1894-1973
Bailey, Monroe Boyce, 1894-1976
Spratt, Tom
White, Warren Thomas, 1895-1973

LC SUBJECT HEADING  
Military cadets
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[JESSICA] In this case, we received the text on the right from Special Collections, a transcription of what was written on the back of the photo. You can see it contains a list of names and nicknames in quotations, with a lot of illegible text. After the names, there is what appears to be an original title applied by the owner or creator “The Big Five at the Fair 1913.” We used this to formulate the title, adding in group portrait and cadets for further context. At the bottom, you can see we also applied the LC Subject Heading of Military cadets, which is the term we chose to assign to all photographs depicting Clemson cadets. Easy, right?Next was the challenge of the names. To avoid creating a mile long title, we put the names instead in the Description field. We needed to do some digging into university archives to decipher the illegible portions. Many were found in our TAPS yearbooks, which thankfully lists full names and often nicknames of seniors. It even referenced their membership in the “Big Five” so we knew we had the right people. We provided the fuller names in the description and kept their nicknames. To aid researchers who may wish to find more materials on these students, we created local subject headings as access points for each. You can see, some of these headings are more complete than others with birth and death dates. We could research all day into each of these names, but for the sake of time, we keep our searches limited. Sometimes we find these dates quickly, other times we don’t. We decided to limit searches, unless we need to disambiguate between two like names and need further details to determine who is who. All these local headings then become those orange linked Topics you saw on the WordPress site earlier. Researchers can then find all materials for an individual with a single click. And now, I’ll turn it over to Charlotte who will give you more detail on our local subjects.



Local subject headings

- Standardized descriptive access points unique to your 
collection(s). 

- Used when subject is not in the Library of Congress 
Authorities (LCNAF or LCSH)

- Establishing guidelines for the creation of local 
headings at the beginning of your project will save you 
headaches down the road!

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[CHARLOTTE] Thanks, Jessica. So, Local Subject Headings. Local subject headings are standardized descriptive access points we assign to digital objects that are unique to Clemson University’s collections. A local subject heading is assigned if no suitable heading to describe an object is found in a nationally authorized list, such as the Library of Congress Name Authority File or Library of Congress Subject Headings. Local subject headings are created to improve discovery of our digital materials and enable access points that cover local people, corporate bodies (which include structures), and events.Some reasons why you would want to create a local subject heading include:If the subject appears frequently either within a specific collection or across all digital collections. In that case, creating a local subject heading can help you avoid having to describe same subject over and over again within the item record itself. If the subject is a person, corporate body, or event that is unlikely to be featured in another institution’s collection. Or if you are considering implementing linked open data in the future.We strongly recommend establishing rules for the creation of local subject headings at the beginning of your metadata project. Deciding what type of subjects demand the creation of a local heading and then consistently applying that standard will save you time down the road.



Managing local headings in CollectiveAccess

Successfully utilizing local 
subject headings requires 
managing a Controlled 
Vocabulary, an organized list 
of terms and phrases used to 
index content and/or retrieve 
content through browsing 
and searching.

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[CHARLOTTE]  Successfully utilizing local subject headings requires managing a Controlled Vocabulary, which is an organized list of words and phrases used to index records and/or retrieve records through browsing and searching. The most basic of controlled vocabularies is the term list, a list of unique words or phrases used to identify a specific person, corporate body, event, or other subject. A more complex type of controlled vocabulary are authority files, which include cross-references for variant or alternate terms. Authority files often include other contextual or biographical information to assist users with disambiguation. Our own homebrewed controlled vocabulary is a little bit of both - while we don’t use alternate terms for local subject headings, we do often include additional context or information about a subject in the local subject heading record.Managing a controlled vocabulary of local subject headings, especially a term list, can be as simple as maintaining a spreadsheet with every heading - provided that those headings are applied consistently across the collection or collections. In Collective Access, when we create a local subject heading, we can retrieve that heading while working in a record just by searching for the correct term in the “local subject heading” field. Collective Access also enables us to manage our controlled vocabulary, as you can see in this screenshot. By going to “Lists & vocabularies” and selecting “Local Subjects,” we can pull up the complete list of local subject headings used across all our Clemson digital collections (or at least the ones the metadata team has worked on; Series 100, Strom Thurmond papers, the A. Wolfe Davidson collection, and now the James Byrnes collection). Being able to view the entire list of local subject headings is important because it helps us weed out duplicate and misformatted terms - something we previously struggled with.



Anatomy of a local heading record

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[CHARLOTTE]  This screenshot provides an overview of every piece of information that goes into the creation of our local headings. Subject name - again, that’s people, corporate bodies, and events - formatted using the RDA standard, followed by subject description, and a unique identifier, whose formatting is determined by CollectiveAccess. This identifier is consistent across all of our digital projects in CollectiveAccess, not just Series 100. The description field identifies the first image assigned this local heading, as well as information about the subject which wouldn’t be appropriate to include on an item record level, but is still crucial to know in order to consistently apply the heading. This might include extraneous biographical details of a person, historical context of building name usage, or organizational sponsorship of an event. The description field may also include source citations if we used additional resources in order to identify a subject. What information to include here is really up to the metadata practitioners’ discretion, but it may be useful to keep an eye towards being able to share this data with other libraries and cultural institutions in the future.



Subject identification resources

Institutional resources: Collections 
unique to your institution, including 
records, databases and digital 
collections. 

Ex. TAPS, The Tiger, Board of Trustees 
minutes, maps, and other university 
publications.

Clemson College Annual, 1907

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[CHARLOTTE]  At times, you may not initially have enough information about an image or its subject in order to create and properly format a local subject heading. For instance, you may have only a partial name of a person, or not know their birth and/or death dates. When it comes to identifying subjects and creating local headings, it’s important to have reliable, documented sources of information. Some of these resources will be unique to your library, including institutional records and publications, databases, and digital collections.For our historical image collection, Clemson-specific resources have been invaluable in helping us identify subjects for local headings. These resources include Clemson’s yearbook publication, TAPS; the student newspaper, The Tiger; Board of Trustees meeting minutes and annual reports; historical and current maps; and other university publications. All of these sources have been digitized and are available online.For this particular local heading, I initially only had a partial name, “W. H. Wylie,” as transcribed from handwritten notation on the back of a group photograph. I was able to locate a William Harry Wylie, Jr., in the Clemson College Annual - an older name for TAPS - whose dates of attendance and graduation from Clemson matched up to the year the photograph was taken.



Subject identification resources, cont’d

External resources: Collections and 
research databases available to the 
public.

Ex. Ancestry, National Archives, census 
information.

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[CHARLOTTE] So, thanks to our institutional subject identification resources, I have a full name, and an approximate place and date of birth. That is enough information for me to perform a search using Ancestry. For those who don’t know, Ancestry is a genealogical website that pulls records from both proprietary and government databases. A quick search on Ancestry turned up multiple records for William Harry Wylie, Jr., of Rock Hill, South Carolina, including this listing from Find a Grave with birth and death dates. Now we have all the information we need for a complete local subject heading.One thing to keep in mind when deciding on best practices for your metadata project is how much time you want your metadata practitioners to spend researching local headings. As you can imagine, trawling through archival material to find the full names and birth and death dates for every individual in a group photograph of a dozen or more is very time consuming. Here at Clemson we err on the side of completion, but if full names and dates are not forthcoming after checking with our go-to identification sources and performing a basic database search, we move on. What searches are worth pursuing and what are just a rabbit holes of bad data is something you will develop a feel for after some experience working in metadata.



Leveraging expertise across the Libraries

- Metadata isn’t solo work! What other library or university 
departments may be able to contribute metadata for your digital 
collection(s)?

- SCA provided local heading: Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina. 
Corps of Cadets. Battalion, 1st. Company B. Platoon, 2nd

- Metadata workflows will require different people and teams with 
different areas of expertise to collaborate, from the archivist working 
with the original document or image, to the digitization specialist, to 
the metadata practitioner and the library web developer.

25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[CHARLOTTE]  Of course, one way to save time and resources is to have someone else do your research for you! In the case of Series 100, we have worked closely with Special Collections and Archives in order to both take advantage of our archivists’ extensive knowledge of Clemson history, and to better streamline our workflows. One example of this concerns local subject headings. Recently, it became necessary for us to create local subject headings for cadet military units, a subject our metadata team knew very little about. Instead of researching Clemson military history, Special Collections was able to create our local subject headings for us, including the one listed on this slide.  Similarly, our workflow has changed so that records now come to us from Special Collections in a more complete state, with titles and barebones descriptions already in place. This enables us as metadata practitioners to focus on adding access points. And now, back to Scott.



Metadata documentation: Write it down and 
follow it

Supports your work and communicates across units

Project charter: Set the expectations, resources and timeline for the project for 
all stakeholders.

Metadata Application Profile: Guides metadata providers with field by field 
instructions and vocabularies. A place to record decisions.

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SCOTT] Thank you, Charlotte. Unlike most traditional cataloging in which the “rules”, like the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, Resource Description and Access, Library of Congress subject heading application are, for the most part, predefined, metadata documentation is an evolving process. The key is to “Write it down and follow it.” Three different library units are involved with our metadata projects (Special Collections, the metadata team  and Library Technology). Documentation is essential so everyone understands the “rules.” The two most important documents are the Project Charter and the Application Profile. Together they form a foundation for action,  like a bylaws for an organization. Like bylaws, they are sufficiently stable to guide routine decisions, but must be flexible to allow for amendment as important issues come up. (transition) In conclusion, Jessica will describe some opportunities that we want to explore in the future.
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[JESSICA] Like any metadata story, there are still challenges we struggle with. Selecting appropriate subject headings is an ongoing discussion. As we work through this massive collection of photographs, we come across new subjects and continue to have conversations over which terms will be more inclusive and help researchers pull like materials together. This relates back to our African American student example with one search result. We need to have these tough conversations of what terms to use to describe students and employees of color then apply them consistently to optimize searching. Entities are another challenge. We currently use the Related Entities field in CollectiveAccess to assign creators. This is in the same shape our local headings were a year ago. It is uncontrolled with duplications, inconsistent formatting of names, and general messiness. This will be a future clean-up project, which will also entail creating guidelines to improve consistency. We also need to ask the question - what do we use entities for and how do they differ from our local headings? Are they just for assigning creators while local headings are for subjects of a photo? Entities often represent people and corporate bodies that are also represented in our local headings. How do we get these two lists to talk to one another to reduce redundancies and eliminate duplicate work?
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[JESSICA]  We also still face the challenge of photos with little to no context. These usually have nothing written on the back, and titles need to be derived from what is in the photograph. In our new workflow, Special Collections will help generate titles using their historical expertise, which will reduce this challenge for the metadata team. But we still need to apply appropriate subject headings without making assumptions of what the photo is about. For example, we can’t assign a geographic location of Clemson University if there is no identifying information in the photograph of where it was taken.
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[JESSICA] One last major challenge is our metadata revision process. If revisions need to be made to existing records, it is currently a manual process that involves multiple humans. Revisions are made in CollectiveAccess, then documented in a Google spreadsheet. From there, each metadata record is exported from CollectiveAccess, indexed, and updated one-by-one on WordPress. Our aspiration is to create a more automated and responsive process where our platforms speak to one another and there is less reliance on multiple human inputs.
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[JESSICA]  And finally, future directions. We’d like to conduct more usability testing on the digital collections to see how researchers navigate our collections. This will help us create better metadata approaches based on user data and not on our own assumptions or inclinations. We’d also like to pursue linked data projects to broaden our collections’ research capabilities. This could enhance the way researchers see relationships between our materials, between our collections, and across other institutions’ digital collections. As a first step, we’ve begun assigning linked data URIs for LC authorities in CollectiveAccess.We’d also like to explore the capabilities of crowdsourcing to enhance our metadata with community expertise and community-driven descriptions. We hope this presentation has given you ideas for how to tackle your own metadata projects and directions for what the future of metadata looks like. If anything, you can take away two major points from this presentation. There’s no “wrong” way to metadata, as long as you strive for consistency. Every institution must find what works for them. And metadata is never done - there’s always clean-up, enhancements, and revisions. If we strive to support the new and emerging ways our researchers are searching for and using our materials, we can become part of the necessary evolution of metadata and description.



Questions
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Scott Dutkiewicz     scottmd@clemson.edu
Jessica Serrao       jserrao@clemson.edu 

Charlotte Grubbs     grubbs4@clemson.edu



Resources
Clemson Libraries Digital Project Charter template 
http://bit.ly/CUL-Project-Charter

Clemson Libraries Metadata Application Profile
http://bit.ly/CUL-Metadata-Application-Profile

Clemson Digital Collections
https://digitalcollections.clemson.edu/

CollectiveAccess
https://www.collectiveaccess.org/
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